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2007. Hardcover. Condition: New. 400 This book presents a folk cultural and anthropological study
of the Himalayan folk literature including Nepali, Kashmiri and Dogri. The illiterate rural folks and
tribals the world over have their own repertoire of oral literature including songs, ballads, tales,
epics and dramas, peculiar to them. Yet it showed the levels of their wisdom and intellect, wit and
humour, fiction and realism. Anthropologists during the British period noticed that some tribes
were given to more fantasy, whereas the other neighbouring tribes were rather realistic and were
able to deal with crude realities of life. The oral literature served to entertain as well as to give
moral education and wisdom. In their community, a good story-teller or singer commanded special
respect. The myth and legends also meant to cherish religious and social values of their society. The
book is a valuable treasure for the students of religion, literature, anthropology and folk culture. In
later chapter, is also charts the course of kashmiri, Dogri and Nepali literature during the modern
times separately. About The Author:- Brigadier (Dr.) Kuldip Singh Gulia is a noted and active
environmentalist. A Ph.D. in Human Ecology of the Himalayan Ecosystems, he has applied...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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